
 
Thought you might like to read about a WWII working Photo Recon Sq photo lab.
My training in photo mapping was a month with the 11th Photo Mapping Sq. in B-17s at Peterson Field ,Colorado 1943. The photo hatch was in the center of the plane . We sat backwards and the viewfinder was between our legs. The camera was set lower and you would use your feet to adjust for crab that you compensated for with the view finder corrections. The crew was photo mapping oriented. Pilots, navigator, photographer, the navigator told the photographer on intercom when to start and stop shooting.          We did strip maps, overlap and sidelap mapping with K-17s. of Dodge City, Kansas, Lincoln, Nebraska , and Sweetwater, Texas.

Overseas I worked in the photo lab, flew 12 combat missions in Catalinas and one in a L-5 with the 3rd Emergency Rescue Squadron and then in Camera Repair at the line doing Camera  installations for mission on F-5s.
 
From the beginning overseas the photo labs used water proof paper. '43-'45.  The portable building Photo lab ( E-2)  in New Guinea ,Biak, Luzon, Okinawa, for our F-5s recon photos used dryers for the paper with two belts to sandwich the wet prints in between the canvas layers, it was a roll drum dryer. We had a hard time after a while as the salt water (ocean) we were using on Biak Is. to wash prints , corroded the galvanized drum. There were only two sources of fresh water on Biak in our control. This was almost a disaster for the two regiments of the  41 st Div invading  force when the 25 mile by 10 mile island was being taken. Our water trucks had to make constant runs for fresh water miles away. The surviving  5000 Japanese were being starved out just south of our Recon Squadrons areas. We were camped close together with the 20th Combat Mapping and the 25th Photo Recon Sq. perhaps 1300 in all men but we were armed.  More story later on this. We received two vertical  dryers where you stand up to the dryer and feed the paper at the top and it came down inside between two canvas belts. and dropped on the floor in very quick time. They came out about as much as 10 times faster than the drum dryers. and kept  men busy grasping the dry  prints off the floor.  We made 65,000 prints in a month on Luzon. We had 65 men on the photo lab roster. Several were assigned to other squadron work. But illness malaria,  dengue fever , injuries could cut down the work force a third. Two men were assigned on each shift to mix chemicals which were shipped to us  in bulk to be weighed out on scales. No prepacked. Those would take too much space adding extra crates. We were considered airborne.The 350 men and all equipment and 30 days supply of food, tents, generators. photo supplies,  regular and 100 octane aviation gasoline,  everything except the big trucks were able to be shipped  on 99 C-47s . This was to be incase we were isolated. We moved twice airborne. There were two printing crews of three men working in the most God awful temperatures a man could stand, 65 miles south of the equator. We only had a small blower in the dark rooms and men worked shirtless and with cut down suntans for shorts . The print washer and dryer crews might be wearing shirts on cooler days as they were not so confined.  Prints were distributed to MacArthur, Nimitz, U.S. Fleet,  5th AAF Intelligence, and  Aussie intelligence. The vertical  dryer could  also take photos on ferrotype tins (The tins didn't survive the war as they rusted and corroded ) which also passed through the belts. The salt water toasted the belts abnormally. Barnacles grew all over on the galvanized printer washers ( we worked with two. ) Printed paper was uncut and packed in large wooden boxes. For K18 prints, the sheets were cut in half.  At times we worked two 12 hour shifts between bombing raids when we  ran like H to shore cliff caves in the ocean bank on  Biak. This was about 70 feet from the photo lab. If I guy was developing film he had to stay with it taking a chance rather than causing the risk of  pilot and plane to repeat the mission. Coral made it impossible  to dig foxholes. Slow process TNT digging was used for digging latrines. Because the latrines were in the middle of the sq. areas  you could only use a half pound charges of TNT to loosen  the coral and slowly dig with picks to get out some loose coral and then set another charge to loosen  more. But Kodak  discovered as did we that the fast drying of salt laden photo prints,  lasted a long long time thus Kodak  made and sold commercial Hypo neutralizer made of salt after the war.
 
It was rough, but we were a happy gang under the conditions. .
The three man crews. One printing, another running multiple continuous prints, in developer, and hypo man shuttling prints in the fixer. A break came when replacing with new developer in the large trays.  Singing and joke telling and overall levity was the norm. Sometimes egging  eachother on when there were complaints  with "  Ah, you never had it so good," and "You found a home."  What kind of men were these?  From all walks. but more then their share of college educated. Many of our pilots were too young  to go or finish college. The lab chief M/Sgt.was a 3M chemical engineer. Several were teachers.  One was a federal liquor control agent. In camera repair one was an art professor of at the U. of Georgia. About 20 or so were professional photographers or photo engravers. The squadron IQ average for the 350 men was 119. Me, I was florist and worked in a steel mill.   
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